
OVERCOMERS! 

 

As God leads, we will embark on a new monthly series here. We will center our focus on those areas of 

obstacles which are most common to us all and prayerfully review how several biblical characters responded 

to these same obstacles as they began their call to Kingdom work. 

 

FIRST - The Treasure That Lies Within Us 

 
Our Creator has crafted each of us with unique talents and gifts, and done so with a specific path and purpose 

in mind:   He has divinely appointed a calling just for each of us, for His Kingdom. 

No matter how big or small WE may view His calling for us, it always registers on His scale with eternal 

significance.  In the big picture, our surrendering these moments to him pale in comparison to ALL He has 

done for us. And once we begin following in the steps He has paved for us, the reward for obedience 

outweighs ANY sacrifices we make along the way! 

In the Parable of the Talents (as told by Christ Himself), Jesus unfolds that all servants possess talents 

(“kingdom currency”) according to their individual ability, and each servant is accountable for employing those 

talents when called upon. Further, we recognize how rewarded each servant becomes for choosing to engage 

in their kingdom currency, having talents added and being included in the joy OF their Master! 

 

SECOND - Choosing to Get in the Game 

 
People are often hesitant to follow their calling, citing fear as a common obstacle to active service in the 

Kingdom.  Fears of being isolated or even persecuted for our efforts, or perceptions of inadequacy can make 

us pause before we even start. Other obstacles begin in our minds, courtesy of our ever present adversary 

who delights in bringing up our past failures as false evidence that we shouldn’t embark on this Kingdom task 

for God. 

What we SHOULD keep in mind is this:   

1) If GOD is calling us to it – then HE is qualifying us for it! 

2) If GOD is calling us to a Kingdom work – then HE is already preparing the necessary investment in the 

work for it to pay off – in us, in them, or BOTH!  So go in HIS confidence! 

 

If we understand that our Creator has crafted each of us uniquely for HIS purposes, then we are obliged to 

accept we are likely in either one of two stages:   He is either calling us to do something now, or He is 

preparing us now to do something down the road. In either event, we should seek Him in prayer, for guidance, 

for preparation, and for our vision and heart to be aligned with His. As we’ve said before, far more often than 

not, our prayer is not about moving God, but rather moving us closer to God. 

  



Next month, we will begin with one of these topics, as we await Him to assign them in HIS order of preference: 

  

OVERCOMING Common Obstacles to Kingdom Service: 

 Personal limitations or feelings of Inadequacy (Moses) 

 Inescapable Past Contrary to the Present Mission (Paul) 

 Past Failures as a Believer (Peter) 

 Doubts/Misperceptions about mission field God is calling us to (Jonah) 

 Continuing to Serve WHILE our faith is tested – part 1  (Shadrach, Meshach, Abednego) 

 Continuing to Serve WHILE our faith is tested – part 2  (Daniel, amidst the hangry lions) 

 Continuing to Serve WHILE we are betrayed and abused  (Joseph) 

 Discovering the POWER of God from our place of pain and loss (Job) 

 Possibly more to come as He leads… 

 

We ask that you pray for this series, that your heart will be open to His voice should these circumstances 

resonate with yours and also pray for us that we will remain surrendered and be mindful to cover ALL that He 

is asking us to write for each segment.   

 

Please remember some of Jesus’ last words ever recorded. As John “the Revelator” found himself isolated on 

Patmos, he scribes this message from our Lord Himself, FOR US, found in Revelations 3:21 (NKJV): 

 “To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with Me on My throne, as I also overcame and sat down 

 with My Father on His throne.”

Prayer 

Lord, grant us the courage, to remember that whatever temporary seat we find ourselves in now shall quickly 

fade from memory when we have finally attained the glorious seat by Your side. Fill us with Your passion and 

love to follow You into Your Kingdom work; equip us to love who You love, to hurt for what causes You pain, to 

help those who cannot help themselves, and to be strong FOR those who might attack us…until they can see 

You…IN us. Help us to recognize the honor that You, the Great Refiner, have bestowed on us, the metal you are 

refining. What we feel as pain, you see as purifying metal, and you are closing in on your reflection!  Amen! 

 

May God bless each one of you!  Don 


